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Abstract11

Dynamic characterizations of earthquakes focus on whole-event representations, that is12

whether the total radiation of seismic waves is more or less energetic. Denolle et al. [2015]13

and Yin et al. [2018] suggest to use the source spectrogram in order to analyze the radia-14

tion during the rupture itself. Here, we take a retrospective view on these studies to better15

establish the methodology of source spectrogram, and highlight its strengths and limita-16

tions. We provide clear interpretation of the temporal evolution of the source spectrogram17

through time-variant high-frequency falloff rate and radiated energy rate using canonical18

kinematic and pseudo-dynamic examples. The radiated energy rate provides the amount19

of energy radiated through time and its integral is the total radiated energy. It is most sen-20

sitive to fault heterogeneities in the local slip-rate function and its peak, and in rupture21

velocity. The high-frequency falloff rate peaks at times of zero moment acceleration, but22

remains constant otherwise and theoretically equal to one. The M7.8 2015 Nepal earth-23

quake exemplified the propagation of a slip pulse and is thus perfectly suited to demon-24

strate this approach. We use 3D empirical Green’s functions to remove wave propagation25

effects and construct the P-wave source function. We then construct spectrograms and ex-26

plore the variations in the radiated energy rate functions. We find that the Nepal earth-27

quake radiated seismic waves at the beginning and at the end of the rupture, but not dur-28

ing the phase of high moment release. Finally, we interpret our results in light of rupture29

dynamics, i.e. the earthquake initiation, propagation, and arrest.30

1 Introduction31

The intensity of earthquake ground motions is mostly controlled by the earthquake32

source radiation. Understanding the mechanisms that control earthquake rupture is critical33

to accurately predict the ground motions of future earthquakes. The source of earthquakes34

is the occurrence of slip on a fault due to the drop of shear stress. The mechanics that35

controls how this process takes place not only affects the total slip, but also the spatial and36

temporal evolution of the slip. Two earthquakes can release the same moment, but their37

radiation may differ considerably; for instance a slow earthquake has lower seismic effi-38

ciency than a fast earthquake [Kanamori and Rivera, 2006]. Characterizing what controls39

the seismic radiation is vital for validating our understanding of the mechanics and to ac-40

curate ground motion prediction.41

Conventional kinematic representations of earthquakes provide the evolution of slip42

on a fault. Knowledge of displacements are essential to characterize seismic hazards (i.e43

static stress transfer) in active tectonic regions. The kinematic inversion problem is intrin-44

sically undetermined and yet we hope to resolve details on the fault with limited data. It45

provides either a smooth or an awkwardly heterogeneous source model from which any46

inference of earthquake physics, e.g. static stress drop, becomes dependent [Ihmlé, 1998;47

Brown et al., 2015]. Choices often have to be made regarding the fault geometry, rupture48

velocity, and the parametrization of the local slip-rate function. Common functional forms49

of the slip-rate function are combinations of triangles [Kikuchi and Kanamori, 1991], or50

of cosine functions [Ji et al., 2002], or of regularized Yoffe functions [Tinti et al., 2005;51

Galetzka et al., 2015]. Furthermore, the data is also regularized, either through bandpass52

filtering or through ad hoc combination of data types (long period surface waves, short53

period body waves, tsunami data, GPS data). Inferring dynamic properties from these54

models such as final stress change or drop [Noda et al., 2013; Brown et al., 2015; Ye et al.,55

2016], frictional properties [Tinti et al., 2005; Galetzka et al., 2015], available energy [Yin56

et al., 2017], and radiation efficiency [Ye et al., 2016] trades off with inversion and data57

regularizations.58

The dynamic representation of the earthquake is traditionally achieved through esti-59

mation of radiated energy. Unlike for the source kinematics, it does not require an inver-60

sion nor does it make any source parameterization. It only quantifies the kinetic energy61
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carried by far-field seismic waves. The removal of 3D wave-propagation effects, in partic-62

ular of seismic attenuation, is critical to accurately calculate radiated energy. The under-63

standing of these long-range path effects is an endeavor of its own. Theoretical Green’s64

functions require accurate and high-resolution global velocity and attenuation models65

and are often limited to low frequencies due to computational costs [Nissen-Meyer et al.,66

2014]. Nearby small events can be used to construct an empirical Green’s function (eGf),67

in which the 3D wave propagation effects are fully captured. But the eGf method requires68

knowledge of the small event source term to minimize biases brought by its own finite69

fault effects.70

Once the path effects are removed, the body-wave displacement seismograms are71

proportional to the moment-rate function, which is the integral over the fault volume of all72

individual moment-rate functions. This function is often referred to as the Source Time73

Function (STF). The STF captures the release of moment; its duration is that of active fast74

slip; and its time integral is the seismic moment. The Fourier amplitude spectrum of the75

STF is introduced as the source spectrum, which is commonly estimated at local (Aber-76

crombie [1995]; Ross and Ben-Zion [2016], among other studies), regional (Shearer et al.77

[2006]; Kane et al. [2013]; Trugman and Shearer [2017], among other studies) and at tele-78

seismic distances (Pérez-Campos and Beroza [2001]; Allmann and Shearer [2009]; Con-79

vers and Newman [2011]; Baltay et al. [2014]; Denolle and Shearer [2016], among other80

studies). There are several ways to construct the STF. Kinematic inversions yield the STF81

by summing all inverted slip-rate functions over the fault plane [Kikuchi and Kanamori,82

1991; Ji et al., 2002; Ye et al., 2016; Hayes, 2017]. Direct deconvolution of seismic waves83

from theoretical Green’s functions gives an apparent STF (ASTF) that is specific to the84

source-receiver geometry that should average to the event STF. The SCARDEC method85

[Vallée et al., 2011] uses global P and SH waves, the Rayleigh waves are also used in86

by the GCMT automated product [Ekström et al., 2012], and the combination of all wave87

types potentially provides a broadband characteristic of the earthquake [Ihmlé and Jordan,88

1995]. The deconvolution with an empirical Green’s function is routinely done for source89

spectral studies (i.e. without the phase information) and has been employed to estimate90

ASTF in few regional studies [Abercrombie et al., 2016; Prieto et al., 2017].91

The duration of the ASTF is greatly sensitive to rupture directivity effects and its92

azimuthal variation is routinely used to estimate these properties [Haskell, 1964; Velasco93

et al., 1994; Park and Ishii, 2013; Chounet et al., 2017]. In frequency domain, the corner94

frequency of the source spectrum is related to the ASTF duration and its azimuthal vari-95

ation is used to provide rupture velocity (Warren and Shearer [2006]; Kane et al. [2013];96

Ross and Ben-Zion [2016], among others). Discussion of the shape of the ASTF, how-97

ever, is rather limited. Crack models predict an asymmetry in the STF shape [Yoffe, 1951;98

Kostrov, 1964; Day, 1982; Ohnaka and Kuwahara, 1990; Tinti et al., 2005], which can be99

explained by a rapid drop in fault strength when modeled with slip weakening friction.100

Several studies have observed this asymmetry in the large earthquakes, but that the nor-101

malization of the STF to its duration still leads to a symmetrical STF [Houston, 2001;102

Meier et al., 2017].103

Variations in high-frequency radiation is expected from changes rupture velocity104

[Spudich and Frazer, 1984], which may result from fault geometrical complexity [Adda-105

Bedia and Madariaga, 2008; Dunham et al., 2011; Bruhat et al., 2016], and heterogeneity106

in fault properties such as pre-stress [Das and Aki, 1977; Cochard and Madariaga, 1994;107

Huang et al., 2013], and frictional properties [Madariaga, 1983; Guatteri and Spudich,108

2000; Galvez et al., 2014]. Furthermore, near-fault inelastic material response is expected109

to absorb radiated energy and to deplete the radiation in high-frequency seismic waves110

[Ma and Hirakawa, 2013; Roten et al., 2014, 2017]. Thus, rigorous observations of the111

spectrum of seismic radiation during the rupture is desired to validate our understanding112

of physical processes.113
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This study provides tools to identify whether or not seismic radiation is uniform or114

episodic throughout the rupture, in the hope to relate those episodes to physics. The tem-115

poral evolution of the source spectrum is in essence a spectrogram of the STF. We can pa-116

rameterize it through its mean level (the STF itself), by the ratio of high-to-low frequency117

content as captured by the spectral high-frequency falloff rate, and by its integral over fre-118

quencies, which is essentially a measure of radiate energy rate.119

The high-frequency falloff rate of source spectra has been inferred to vary along dip120

of subduction zones [Ye et al., 2016]. In addition to this observation, several studies have121

indicated that low frequency radiation is promoted up-dip of faults in contrast to high-122

frequency radiation that is mostly representative of the down-dip excitation [Yao et al.,123

2011; Meng et al., 2011; Yin et al., 2018]. Dynamic models of subduction-zone earth-124

quakes also predict its along-dip variation [Huang et al., 2013; Kozdon and Dunham, 2013;125

Ma and Hirakawa, 2013; Galvez et al., 2014] where the slip-rate function in the down-dip126

part is enriched in high-frequencies compared to the shallow slip-rate functions. Thus an127

estimation of the variation in spectral falloff rate may be beneficial to infer properties of128

slip-rate functions within a rupture.129

The radiated energy rate is basically seismic power and is proportional to the mo-130

ment acceleration squared. Radiated energy rate has been used to quantify the low but131

spatially heterogeneous seismic efficiency of tectonic tremor [Ide et al., 2008; Yabe and132

Ide, 2014]. Estimates of radiated energy rate for large teleseismic earthquakes have been133

proposed by Poli and Prieto [2016], through removal of theoretical attenuation model, and134

by Denolle et al. [2015] and Yin et al. [2018] through removal of eGfs. This study serves135

as a retrospective analysis of the work of Denolle et al. [2015] and Yin et al. [2018]. In136

these previous studies, we constructed a source spectrogram by windowing the far-field137

displacement seismograms, tapered by a Hanning window, and analyzed the evolution of138

the falloff rate and radiated energy in each time window. This work improves the method-139

ology to construct the source spectrogram, analyzes the artefacts brought by data process-140

ing, and establishes the rigorous relationship between STF, radiated energy rate, and high-141

frequency falloff rates.142

First, we build our intuition on a simple unilateral dislocation model [Haskell, 1964],143

then we artificially construct rupture heterogeneity using a statistical pseudo-dynamic144

model [Mai and Beroza, 2000; Crempien and Archuleta, 2015]. From these exercises, we145

find that tapering strongly affects the source spectrogram shape by imposing a spectral146

falloff (usually of slope 2) and significantly alters the radiated energy rate shape. The147

short time Fourier transform provides a robust estimate of radiated energy rate, with a148

slight bias toward under prediction of the total energy. Finally, we apply our method to149

the 2015 M7.8 Nepal earthquake, as a re-evaluation of Denolle et al. [2015]. We find that150

the Haskell model indeed describes particularly well the rupture, whereby seismic radia-151

tion occurs at the beginning and at the end of the rupture. This earthquake highlights the152

counter-intuitive seismic signature of earthquakes: large slip or moment release does not153

necessarily mean large seismic radiation.154

2 Source spectrogram analysis using canonical source time functions155

The removal of 3D wave propagation effects is to be treated separately and we as-156

sume a homogeneous medium in this section. Let the STF be a trapezoidal function, an157

canonical representation of a moving pulse [Haskell, 1964]. The local slip-rate function158

is a boxcar function of rise time TR and slip is active for a total duration TD . The STF159

is thus the convolution of two boxcar functions. To provide a realistic case, we choose160

TD = 30 s and TR = 10 s, which is appropriate for large magnitude earthquakes.161

With the simplicity of the trapezoidal function, we can build physical intuition. Dur-162

ing the ascending (t < TR) and descending (t < TD − TR) phases of the STF, the function163
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is linear with time, Ṡ(t) ∝ t. During any short time window within those two phases, the164

STF is also a linear function of time. The Fourier transform (FT 〈·〉) of a linear function165

has an amplitude spectrum that decays with frequency, |FT 〈t〉| ∝ 1/ f . We thus expect166

the spectrogram to have a spectral decay f −1 (falloff of rate of 1) during the phases of slip167

acceleration and deceleration. Because the slopes of the growth and deceleration phases168

remain constant, we expect the spectrogram to remain constant and equal in both phases.169

The flat part of the STF must be characterized by no spectral amplitude, except at the DC170

component, which should equate the amplitude of the STF at those times. First, we vali-171

date our intuition by constructing the source spectrogram. We then analyze it in terms of172

temporal evolution of the high-frequency falloff rate and the radiated energy.173

2.1 Building the source spectrogram174

We construct the source spectrogram, by taking the amplitude of the short time175

Fourier transform (STFT) of the STF, Ṡ(t), over a running short window of length TW ,176

̂̇SP ( f , t) =
1

TW

∫ t+TW /2

t−TW /2
Ṡ(τ) exp(−2πi f τ)dτ. (1)177

In the STFT, the accuracy of the spectrogram depends on the window length TW . For a178

first example, we choose TW = 3 s.179

The STFT directly applied to time series is thought to produce spectral leakage,180

which can be minimized by tapering the short time windows with a taper function w(τ)181

of duration TW ,182

̂̇ST ( f , t) =
1

TW

∫ t+TW /2

t−TW /2
Ṡ(τ)w(τ − t) exp(−2πi f τ)dτ. (2)183

The Hanning and Hamming windows are a popular choice of tapers to stationary fields184

and to STFT (Fig. S1). However, the operation of tapering is effectively a convolution185

in time, or a multiplication in frequency domain, such that the spectral falloff of the ta-186

per is imposed on that of the spectrogram. Kaimal and Kristensen [1991] show that the187

Hamming function least affects the short time windows. Furthermore, they find that a nor-188

malization of the taper is required to preserve the original time series amplitudes. If nW189

is the number of points in the taper, the proper normalization is w = 2w/nW and then190

w = w/mean(w).191

Spectral leakage of the untapered STFT does not appear to affect this simple exam-192

ple (Fig. 1a). We also use a normalized Hamming taper window (Fig. 1b), which retrieves193

correct amplitudes at the DC component, but alters the spectral shape at higher frequen-194

cies. Other strategies can improve the time-frequency resolutions. Tary et al. [2014] re-195

view most of the methods that are popular to seismological applications, including the196

Stockwell transform [Stockwell et al., 1996]. Applying the S transform to the theoretical197

example of this study reveals undesirable artefacts at low frequencies and a distortion of198

the spectral shapes (Fig. 1c).199

In the following sections, we take practical considerations of STF extracted for M7+206

(duration > 10 s) recorded at teleseismic distances (signal reliable up to 2 Hz) and vary207

the window length from 0.5 s to 10 s (half of the duration of the pulse) to construct the208

STF spectrogram.209
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a) Short Time Fourier Transform (no taper)

b) Short Time Fourier Transform (Hamming)
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Figure 1. Spectrograms of the trapezoidal STF: STFT with a short window length TW = 3 s without ta-
pering (a) and with a Hamming taper (b), and c) the Stockwell transform. The first element of the STFT
coefficient, ̂̇S(0, t), is plotted against the theoretical STF Ṡ(t) in each bottom panels.

200

201

202

2.2 STF from spectrogram210

A by-product of the STFT is that the first element of the spectrogram is the STF211

itself:212

̂̇SP (0, t) =
1

TW

∫ t+TW /2

t−TW /2
Ṡ(τ)dτ , (3)213

=
1

TW
[S(t + TW /2) − S(t − TW /2)] (4)214

= Ṡ(t) , if TW → 0 (5)215
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Figure 2. Parameterization of the source spectrogram: a) source time function, b) high-frequency falloff
rate, c) radiated energy rate. All functions are normalized to a total slip value and thus denoted as f̄ (t). The
colorscale represents the window length TR .
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The example of the trapezoidal pulse shape is show in Figure 1 as the first element of the216

spectrogram. Figure 2(a) illustrates an obvious notion that short window lengths provide217

more accurate estimate of the STF than long window lengths. The long window lengths,218

in this case half the duration of the pulse, generate spurious signals that are ahead of the219

pulse and at after its end. Note that the integral under each estimate remains unity, thus220

moment is preserved through the STFT regardless of the choice of TW .221
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2.3 Time evolution of falloff rate222

A desirable parameter to extract from the source spectrogram is the evolution of223

the high-frequency falloff rate. In the case of a trapezoidal function, we expect the falloff224

to be 1 during slip acceleration and deceleration and not identifiable at other times. We225

estimate the falloff rate of the spectrogram n(t) through a linear regression,226

log10
����
̂̇SP ( f , t)

���� = A( f , t) − n(t) log10 f . (6)227

We are only interested in the asymptote of the spectral shape. The absolute level (shown228

as 10A( f , t )) is related, though not equal, to the slip (or moment). To balance the contri-229

bution between low and high frequencies in the regression, we interpolate
����
̂̇S( f , t)

���� onto230

an evenly log-spaced frequency vector. We use a linear least square maximum likelihood231

criterion to best fit n(t).232

Figure 2(b) illustrates the best fit n(t) for various of window lengths. As expected,233

the falloff within the slip acceleration and deceleration is unity and is not defined at other234

times. Because long window lengths smear the source pulse, a spurious values of n(t) ap-235

pear for larger TW , as expected. Note that tapering the short window provides a different236

value of the falloff (see Fig. S1, S2, S3, S8).237

2.4 Radiated energy rate238

Seismic radiated energy is the total kinetic energy carried by seismic waves. For239

body waves, the energy is calculated as the integral of energy flux over a sphere Ω0. The240

kinetic energy flux at a position on the sphere (θ,φ) is proportional to the velocity seismo-241

gram squared u̇2θ,φ (t),242

ER =

	
Ω0

∫ ∞

−∞

ραu̇2θ,φ (t)dtdΩ, (7)243

=

∫ ∞

0
ε̇(t)dt, (8)244

where α is the P wavespeed, ρ is the density, and the radiated energy rate is:245

ε̇(t) = ρα
	
Ω0

u̇2θ,φ (t)dΩ. (9)246

The far-field P-wave velocity seismogram is proportional to the time derivative of the STF,247

which we refer to as moment acceleration and denote S̈(t), the radiation pattern RP (θ, φ),248

elastic properties and the distance r [Aki and Richards, 2002],249

u̇θ,φ (t) =
RP (θ, φ)
4πρα3r

S̈(t). (10)250

The integral over the sphere is
�
Ω0

dΩ = 4πr2 and the fields that are averaged over it are251

noted as 〈·〉Ω0 . The P-wave radiation pattern squared and averaged over the focal sphere252

is
〈
R2
P (θ, φ)

〉
Ω0
= 4/15. In practice, when we remove the path effects with an eGf, the253

radiation pattern term is already removed. Thus, we approximate the radiation pattern in254

equation (10) to be the focal-sphere average radiation pattern. We then write the radiated255

energy rate,256

ε̇(t) =
2

15πρα5 S̈2(t). (11)257

Radiated energy rate is directly proportional to the moment acceleration squared.258

We find that in practice the moment acceleration as time derivative of the STF is not par-259

ticularly stable (discussed in section 4.4) so that we turn to the source spectrogram to con-260

struct a robust estimate of the moment acceleration. The source spectrogram provides an261
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estimate of the moment-rate spectrum at each time. The moment acceleration squared may262

be obtained from the source (moment-rate) spectrogram,263

S̈2
P (t) =

∫ ∞

0

����2π f ̂̇SP ( f , t)
����
2

df . (12)264

The relation above is validated for the Haskell model and shown in Figure 2(c) where we265

compare the theoretical acceleration squared with that retrieved from source spectrograms.266

It is worth noting that the spectrogram analysis systematically underpredicts the peak am-267

plitudes of the moment accelerations.268

At each station, we can estimate the radiated energy rate from the source spectro-269

gram as:270

ε̇(t) =
8π

15ρα5

∫ ∞

0

���� f ̂̇SP ( f , t)
����
2

df . (13)271

In practice, equation (13) is identical to estimating the total radiated energy from source272

spectra [Baltay et al., 2010, 2014; Denolle et al., 2015; Denolle and Shearer, 2016] except273

that it is calculated at each time step. To estimate the total P-wave radiated energy at each274

station, we simply integrate over time:275

Er =

∫ ∞

0
ε̇(t)dt . (14)276

To validate that we can retrieve the total radiated energy from this source spectrogram277

method, we compare the theoretical energy ER with Er . The data processing, e.g both278

short window length TW and the tapering method, affect the ability to recover ER from Er
279

(Fig. 3).280

Given a source duration of 30 s and teleseismic waves with good signal up to about281

2 Hz, a reasonable choice for short window length may be between 2 s and 8 s. The es-282

timate of Er from untapered STFT systematically underpredicts the true energy ER by283

25%–40% and the tapered STFT provides about the right answer. While the taper function284

alters the spectral shapes, the total radiated energy remains almost unchanged with taper-285

ing. The loss in high frequency levels is compensated by the amplified low frequencies286

(Fig. 1b). This is likely why Yin et al. [2018] find a realistic value of total radiated energy.287

We perform similar analysis using other canonical STF shapes, namely the Brune291

function (Fig. S2) and a regularized Yoffe function consistent with dynamic models pro-292

posed by Tinti et al. [2005] (Fig. S3). These other examples confirm our findings in this293

section. We conclude that the source spectrogram can provide the evolution of the high294

frequency radiation and of the radiated energy rate.295

3 Source spectrogram from realistic kinematic models296

A realistic STF may exhibit a more complex structure. Meier et al. [2017] highlight297

the overall consensus in teleseismic estimate of large M7+ STFs. Yet they notice their298

log-normal variance around smooth models, which emphasize the diverse shapes of the299

STF for large events. From a kinematic perspective, such sub-events can be prescribed300

as asperities of large moment release or high slip rate. Variations in rupture velocity also301

generate high frequency ground motions, and a heterogeneous distribution of rupture ve-302

locity can be specified. We turn to pseudo-dynamic models to build a realistic kinematic303

source [Guatteri et al., 2004]. These kinematic models are statistical representation of dis-304

tributions of slip, rise time, and rupture velocity that are consistent with dynamic ruptures.305

They are computationally efficient and are popular in deterministic ground motion predic-306

tion [Graves and Pitarka, 2016; Wirth et al., 2017]. We use the kinematic source generator307

proposed by Crempien and Archuleta [2015] that compiles the statistical analysis of dy-308

namic ruptures [Liu et al., 2006; Schmedes et al., 2010, 2013].309
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Figure 3. Ratio of the integrated radiated energy rate Er (equation 14) over total radiated energy ER as
a function of window length TW (colorscale similar to Figure 2) for untapered SFTF (stars) and the tapered
SFTF (Hamming taper, squares).
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3.1 Kinematic source310

In this example, we choose a source of magnitude M7.6, dimension 160 km × 18311

km with a fault-averaged slip of 7.5 m. All spatial distributions are filtered by correlation312

length of 40 km, such that the distributions are somewhat smooth for wavelengths greater313

than the correlation length. The hypocenter is located half way along dip and on one end314

of the fault to simulate a simple unilateral rupture. The elastic properties chosen are that315

of a Poisson solid with VP = 5 km/s, VS = VP/
√
3, ρ = 2, 100 kg/m3. The rupture ve-316

locity is chosen approximately at 80% of the shear wavespeed VS . We discretize the fault317

into 64 × 128 (8192) pixels of size 0.28 × 1.25 km. At each pixel, we impose a slip-rate318

function that takes the form of a regularized Yoffe function [Tinti et al., 2005], with a ratio319

of slip acceleration time Tacc to rise time TR of 0.5. The rise time TR is drawn from trun-320

cated Cauchy distributions and is correlated with slip and rupture velocity. The slip-rate321

function is scaled by taking its time integral and scaling it to the pixel slip (or moment322

for individual moment-rate function). The slip-rate function chosen is rather smooth and323

the falloff rate of this slip-rate function is of 3. Due to the scaling of the function with the324

slip (or moment) and its stretching to the local rise time, the peak slip rate increases with325

slip and with decreasing rise time.326

The kinematic model we test is shown in Figure 4. The source has three main as-327

perities with large slip (∼ 10 m, Fig. 4a). The central asperity has peak slip rates (Fig. 4b)328
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that are large and that probably over estimate true physical values. The spatial distribution329

of rupture velocities indicates that the rupture starts slowly in the first asperity, accelerates330

in the second asperity, and slows down in the third asperity.331

From this kinematic model, we construct the normalized moment function, its rate,336

and its acceleration (Fig. 5a,b,c). We simply sum the contributions of individual slip-rate337

functions. It differs from observations of ASTF, whereby the observation is made at a par-338

ticular point on the focal sphere (azimuth and takeoff angle). In our example, we do not339

analyze the effects of source directivity, which would alter the shape of the waveforms in340

Figure 5. However, we can test kinematic parameters that could control high frequency ra-341

diation: slip, peak slip rate, and variations in rupture velocity. The moment acceleration342

squared being proportional to the radiated energy rate, we also show the temporal evolu-343

tion of radiated energy in Figure 5d. This example is interesting because it highlights a344

somewhat counter intuitive argument that seismic radiation is not necessarily a good mea-345

sure for co-seismic slip: slip continues past 40 s, yet little energy is radiated. Additionally,346

a pulse duration estimate based on short period seismic waves would considerably under-347

predict the total event duration.348

The times of most energetic radiation are mapped on the fault in Figure 4. The first349

peak of elevated energy occurs at about 7 s (Fig. 5d) and it colocates with a patch of high350

slip and slip rate (∼15 km from epicenter). The second elevated peak in radiated energy351

occurs at a low slip/slip rate but at a change of rupture velocity (40 – 60 km along strike).352

The central asperity (60 –100 km along strike) excites more or less continuously high fre-353

quency waves, which results from a combination of high slip, slip rate and changes in354

rupture velocity. We conclude that slip only is not sufficient to explain elevated seismic355

radiation, but rather that slip, peak slip rate (through short rise time and high slip), and356

changes in rupture velocity all contribute to radiated energy. Of course, there is an ambi-357

guity in these kinematic characteristics and a more rigorous analysis is beyond the scope358

of this study.359

3.2 Source spectrogram analysis363

The source spectrogram analysis of the kinematic source highlights interesting strengths364

and limitations of the method.365

First, the functions derived from spectrograms converge toward the theoretical func-366

tions if TW is small. The first element of the spectrogram is the DC component (approxi-367

mation of the STF, Fig 6a), and the second element of the spectrogram corresponds to the368

frequency f = 1/TW . Thus, the shorter the window length is (small TW ), the higher and369

narrower the frequency band the spectrogram is sampled at. The spectrogram between the370

DC component and f = 1/TW ought to be almost linear for this approximation to hold and371

for the functions (ṠP (t) and S̈2
P (t)) to converge toward the theory. The fact that our ap-372

proximation of the STF and its acceleration reproduces so well the theory may arise from373

little complexity in the source spectrogram at long periods.374

Second, ṠP (t) and S̈2
P (t) are effectively low-pass filter of the theoretical functions375

by the STFT (Fig. 6a,c). It is not unreasonable in practice to obtain smooth functions be-376

cause other approaches adopt regularization in kinematic inversions and deconvolutions. A377

robust result is that the peak values of the ṠP (t) and ¯̈S2
P (t) are lower bound values.378

Finally, we conclude that the analysis of the high-frequency falloff rate is compli-383

cated and difficult to interpret. Unlike the example of the Haskell model in Figure 2, the384

temporal evolution of the falloff rate n(t) is characterized by a median level at 1 and by385

narrow peaks. The rougher the STF, the more peaks appear in n(t). Individual peaks in386

n(t) correspond to changes in the slope of the STF and a reduction in ¯̈S2
P (t) as one can387

visually correlate in supplementary Figure S4.388
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3.2.1 Considerations on inhomogeneous slip-rate functions389

Along-dip variations in high frequency radiation are observed and may be explained390

by variations in the shape of the local slip rate functions, whereby the deep pulse is more391

impulsive than the shallow pulse [Kozdon and Dunham, 2013; Ma and Hirakawa, 2013;392

Galvez et al., 2014; Lotto et al., 2017].393

This section aims to test whether we can detect a change in local slip-rate function394

in the source spectrogram. We artificially change the shape of the local slip-rate function395

from a symmetric pulse to an impulsive pulse (Fig. 7a). The tunable parameter is the ratio396

of the time to peak slip-rate, Tacc to the rise time TR . The impulsivity of the waveform397

is characterized by a shallow spectral falloff at high frequencies (Fig. 7b). We impose the398

sharper slip-rate function on the second half of the rupture, at along-strike distances 80 to399

160 km from the epicenter. The total STF also has higher amplitudes at high frequencies400

and a shallower falloff between 1 Hz and 10 Hz (Fig. 7c).401

We find that the change in slip-rate impulsivity during the rupture does not affect408

the high-frequency falloff rate. The second part of the rupture is characterized by a rougher409

falloff (see supplementary Figure S5), but not by a systematic change in the mean of the410

falloff rate. Instead, the impulsivity in the local slip-rate function greatly impacts the ra-411

diated energy. With a homogeneous slip-rate function, the second half of the rupture is412

characterized by significant slip (third asperity) but little radiation. The impulsive slip-413

rate functions instead promote radiated energy with levels that are greater at the end of the414

earthquake.415

3.2.2 Considerations on noise levels416

We explore the sensitivity of the high-frequency falloff rate and radiated energy to417

seismic noise. In particular for seismic stations located on Islands, often strategic locations418

to observe subduction zone earthquakes, the seismic noise is not white and has strong am-419

plitudes at periods that approaches source durations (7 – 15 s, Longuet-Higgins [1950]).420

We choose ambient seismic noise from the station CI.CIA, which is located on the Catali-421

nas Islands in southern California. We construct the noise time series by imposing the422

amplitude spectral shape of the realistic noise and adding a random phase. We vary the423

time-domain peak amplitude to model a signal to noise ratio from 0.01 to 1. The new424

time series have a distinct spectral shape before the synthetic STF (Fig. S6), thus a high-425

frequency falloff rate n(t) exists before the event (Fig. S7). The radiated energy rate does426

not get significantly affected by the noise level.427

We conclude that realistic seismic noise affects the interpretation of the high-frequency428

falloff rate at times prior and after the main pulse and that radiated energy rate remains429

robust with respect to the ambient seismic noise levels.430

3.2.3 Notes on tapering the STFT431

We examine the effects of tapering the short windows of the spectrogram in the432

kinematic source. We find that the variations of high-frequency falloff rate and radiated433

energy rates are particularly sensitive to the choice of tapers. The uniform taper is equiva-434

lent to no tapering, the Kaiser, Hamming, and Hanning tapers carry progressively stronger435

supressing of the amplitudes at the edge of the windows (see Fig. S1). We find that the436

stronger the taper (such as Hanning or Hamming), the greater the effects on both falloff437

rates and radiated energy. This exercise is shown in supplementary Figure S8. The tem-438

poral evolution of the falloff rate is leveled to that of the taper spectral decay: the Han-439

ning taper has a spectral falloff of approximately 3 and thus the median falloff rate of the440

spectrogram is 3. Additionally, the shape of the radiated energy rate function is greatly af-441

fected: the stronger the taper, the more similarity the radiated energy rate function bears442

with the STF itself. In other words, the tapering amplifies the spectral levels at low fre-443
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quencies compared to the high frequencies, and thus provides a function that is more re-444

lated to moment release (STF) than moment acceleration squared.445

4 Application to the M7.8 2015 Nepal earthquake446

The M7.8 2015 Nepal earthquake is particularly well suited to demonstrate the im-447

portance of radiated energy rate as a new observational tool. The event was a megathrust-448

style earthquake that ocurred on the Main Himalayan Thrust (MHT), and was recorded449

by a vast coverage of seismic stations. It exemplifies the moving source model of Haskell450

[Haskell, 1964] as a well developed unilateral rupture of a slip pulse (Galetzka et al. [2015];451

Fan and Shearer [2015]; Avouac et al. [2015] among many others). Its aftershock sequence452

also includes two large shocks, the April 26, 2015 M6.8 and the May 12, 2015 M7.3453

events. The earthquake sequence is relatively shallow, and the Earth’ surface body-wave454

reflections (pP and sP depth phases) present a challenge for interpreting the P-wave source455

pulse. We have analyzed this earthquake sequence in previous work [Denolle et al., 2015;456

Denolle and Shearer, 2016] and are now improving upon these studies.457

4.1 Data selection458

We window the P wave for 220 s, including 10 s on each edge of the window where459

we apply a 10-s cosine taper on either end of the time series. The P-wave arrival time is460

estimated from a IASP91 global velocity model [Kennett and Engdahl, 1991] using the461

TauP software for each source-receiver pair [Crotwell et al., 1999]. Raw velocity wave-462

forms are downsampled to 20 Hz. Removing the instrumental response is not necessary463

because it disappears during the deconvolution of the two seismograms in the eGf ap-464

proach that we employ.465

A first level of data selection is performed by comparing the signal to noise level. In466

this step, we construct the amplitude spectra of the P waves and of a noise window, which467

we select as being 220-s long prior to the direct P-wave arrival time. We interpolate the468

amplitude spectra onto a logspaced frequency vector between 0.05 Hz and 5 Hz. The cri-469

terion is that the mean of the amplitude spectral ratio has to exceed 5. The interpolation470

on a logspaced vector heightens the contributions of the low frequencies, which are of-471

ten better resolved than high frequencies due to our understanding of seismic attenuation.472

The stations selected must meet this criterion at all three events (main event and the two473

aftershocks).474

Because high frequencies contribute greatly to radiated energy, we further select475

only stations that meet the following criterion: spectral ratios have to exceed a factor of 10476

above 1 Hz. We keep the signals up to a maximum frequency that is between 1 Hz and477

2 Hz depending on what maximum frequency met this criterion at all three events. This478

further reduces the data set down to 200 stations from an original data set of 482 stations.479

To account for differences in the direct P-wave arrival time between the globally480

symmetric IASP91 model and the true 3D velocity structure, we re-align the waveforms.481

The cumulative integration of the raw seismograms provide displacement seismograms,482

which we normalize to their peak amplitudes for Figures 9 (main event) and S9 (after-483

shocks). For each event, the median of the normalized displacement waveforms serves484

as a reference seismogram to which we align all individual waveforms through cross-485

correlation phase measurements. Note that we flip the polarity of the waveforms depend-486

ing on the polarity of the first second of the P waves.487

4.2 Removing 3D path effects492

We use an empirical Green’s function approach to remove 3D wave propagation ef-493

fects. It is particularly crucial for shallow earthquakes where depth phases (pP, sP) arrive494
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Figure 9. Normalized P-wave displacement waveforms recorded at the 200 stations used in this study for
the M7.8 of April 25, 2015, Nepal earthquake. Waveforms are normalized to their peak absolute amplitudes.
Black waveforms have positive direct P polarities while gray waveforms have negative (but flipped) polarities.
Insert map shows the CMT mechanism and location of the stations.
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soon after the direct P phase, before the end of the source pulse. Two aftershocks of the495

Nepal event occurred nearby the end of the active slip zone, the M6.8 of April 26 and496

the M7.3 of May 12 2015. At each receiver in the far field, the seismogram is the convo-497

lution of an earthquake source pulse, the moment rate function, Ṡ(t), and a propagation498

term that accounts for radiation pattern of a double-couple source and the spatial deriva-499

tives of the Green’s function [Aki and Richards, 2002], which we note G(t) for simplicity:500

U (t) = Ṡ(t) ∗ G(t). Ideal empirical Green’s functions are those constructed from small501

events nearby the target earthquake such that both share a similar radiation pattern and502

source-receiver path. The practical definition of attributes such as "nearby" [Kane et al.,503

2013] or "similar” [Abercrombie, 2015] may influence our results, but the two eGfs are504

within a source dimension of the main shock, and their similarity is difficult to assess be-505

cause the two eGfs have their own particular STFs.506

To avoid biases in the estimate of the large pulse, the eGf event has to be small so507

that the STF of the small event, Ṡe (t), resembles a delta function compared to the STF of508

the target event. Because time-domain convolutions turn into frequency-domain multiplica-509

tions, it is practical to write and construct the STF as,510

̂̇S( f ) =
Û ( f )

Û2( f )
̂̇Se ( f ). (15)511

We apply a smoothing function (running average over 5 points) of the amplitude spec-512

trum on Ûe ( f ) (not the phase) as it provides a more stable result. The choice of a simple513

smoothing function as against a multitaper approach [Prieto et al., 2009, 2017] seeks to514

minimize data processing steps and the choice of their parametrization.515

As the use of body-wave eGf at teleseismic distances is becoming more popular [Ide516

et al., 2011; Baltay et al., 2014; Denolle and Shearer, 2016], they have thus far focused517

on Fourier amplitude spectra and have ignored the phase information. Here, we keep both518

real and imaginary parts of the complex spectra and perform a simple deconvolution to519

recover both phase and amplitude information. Note that there are other methods to reg-520

ularize the deconvolution of equation (15), such as that discussed in Bertero et al. [1997]521

and implemented by McGuire [2004]. We have tested conventional regularization using522

a water level and the implementation of McGuire [2017] but found that our simpler pro-523

cessing provided more stable results, which could be explained by a large amount of data524

(stations and eGfs) used in this study.525

Because the aftershocks are relatively large, we need a model of ̂̇Se ( f ) as it no526

longer represents a delta STF compared to the main event. Denolle and Shearer [2016]527

solves for a model of ̂̇Se ( f ) for both aftershocks. They propose a double-corner frequency528

model as a best-fit model for the station-averaged P-wave spectra,529

̂̇Se ( f ) =
Me√(

1 + ( f / f1)2
) (

1 + ( f / f2)2
) , (16)530

where Me is the seismic moment of the small events (Me=1.808E+19 Nm, 8.971E+19531

Nm for the M6.8 and M7.3 respectively), f1 is a low corner frequency that likely repre-532

sents source duration and f2 a high corner frequency that could represent the rise time533

TR [Haskell, 1964; Denolle and Shearer, 2016]. We choose the corner frequency found by534

Denolle and Shearer [2016] for the two eGfs, f1 = 0.0543, 0.0411 Hz and f2 = 0.6194, 0.2182535

Hz for the M6.8 and M7.3 respectively. Choosing a single source spectrum for the eGf536

can bias the main event spectral estimates if the eGf is subject to source directivity [Ross537

and Ben-Zion, 2016], the raw waveforms shown in supplementary material (Fig. S9) does538

not visually exhibit strong directivity in the P-wavetrain pulses. We select stations that539

are between 20◦ and 98◦ of angular distance between the epicentral location and the re-540

ceiver. The choice of incorporating stations at closer distances than 30◦ is that the eGf541

approach provides 3D path effects and thus is able to remove the effects of triplication of542

the P wave in the mantle. Because the P wavetrain contains depth phases (see Fig. 9 and543
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Denolle et al. [2015]), may contain triplications, and incorporates global reflection waves544

(PP), we only analyze the azimuthal variations in the P pulse rather than attempting to de-545

compose it further in terms of takeoff angles.546

For each station i, we construct a Green’s function using the Fourier transformed547

raw seismograms of eGf1 (Û1
i ( f )) and eGf2 (Û2

i ( f )),548

Ĝi ( f ) =
1
2

*
,

Û1
i ( f )

̂̇S1
e ( f )

+
Û2
i ( f )

̂̇S2
e ( f )

+
-
. (17)549

We find that this averaging is stable and provide further tests in supplementary materials550

Figure S10. Because our estimate of the Green’s function is a linear stack of the individ-551

ual Green’s functions, the resulting STF is also an arithmetic mean of the STF estimated552

from individual eGf.553

4.3 Apparent Source Time Functions554

Removing path effects becomes a simple deconvolution of the raw seismograms with555

the Green’s function Gi ( f ),556

̂̇Si ( f ) = *
,

Ûi ( f )

Ĝi ( f )
+
-
exp(−2iπ f T1), (18)557

that we shifted by a time T1 = 50 s for clarity of the onset of the STF. The STF at each558

station Ṡi (t) is thus the inverse Fourier transform of equation (18). We bin the STFs within559

azimuth bins of daz = 3.6◦ increment. Figure 10 shows the STFs as a function of time560

and azimuth.561

Because we do not constrain non-negativity in the STF (no "back slip"), the in-564

dividual ASTFs exhibit negative amplitudes at the beginning and end of the signal. At565

each azimuth, we remove the (negative) mean amplitude between t = -5 s and t = 5 s.566

An essential test to perform is to validate whether the moment-rate time integral equates567

a reasonable value of seismic moment. The seismic moment estimated from the average568

STF between 0 and 50 s and is M0 = 4.5E+20 Nm, a value that is 57% of the GCMT569

estimate MU
0 = 7.76E+20 Nm (M7.8 USGS), similar to that found by Yue et al. [2017]570

(M0=6.4E+20 Nm, M7.8), and about half of that found by the SCARDEC database (M0=571

9.6 E+20 Nm, M7.9, scardec.projects.sismo.ipgp.fr, last accessed 02/21/18). There is an572

azimuthal variation of these estimates but it can be explained by the late noise in the STFs573

in the azimuthal range 50◦ – 120 ◦. Our moment estimate corresponds to a moment mag-574

nitude of 7.7.575

The first remarkable aspect of the ASTFs is that source directivity is clearly visible576

with short pulses at azimuths between 80◦ and 120◦, which is a rupture direction consis-577

tent with independent observations from back-projection [Fan and Shearer, 2015; Yagi and578

Okuwaki, 2015; Galetzka et al., 2015; Yin et al., 2017], kinematic source inversion [Avouac579

et al., 2015; Lay et al., 2017; Yue et al., 2017], and teleseismic surface-wave source time580

functions [Duputel et al., 2016]. A second noticeable aspect of the STFs is that there is581

little moment released in the first 10 s of the event, which has been observed and inter-582

preted as a long slip initiation [Denolle et al., 2015]. The slow initiation is clear on the583

direct P waves of the main shock (Fig. 8) and of the M6.8 aftershock (Fig. S9), which584

Denolle et al. [2015] suggested being an atypical slip nucleation process that is common585

to both M7.8 and M6.8 events. Lastly, the STF shape clearly varies with some azimuths586

(100◦ – 150◦) exhibiting a single pulse, while other at azimuths (-40◦ – 50◦) it is com-587

posed of two distinct pulses.588
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Figure 10. Whole event source functions (STF) in time domain sorted by azimuth, where data is available.
Black line highlights the earthquake origin time in (a).
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4.4 Radiated energy rate589

We now proceed to constructing the radiated energy rate functions. We have ex-590

plored the possibility of directly using the time derivative of the STF, squared, using a591

first order and a second order finite difference scheme. The lack of coherence between592

each azimuthal estimate of the acceleration squared (Fig. S14) lead us to use the spec-593

trogram approach presented above, equation (13). At each azimuth bin, we estimate the594

spectrogram using TW = 5 s and a Kaiser taper (with typical function parameter β = 0.5)595

from each azimuth-averaged STF. We remove the mean of the radiated energy function596

between t = -20 s and t = -10 s, thereby minimizing the acausal spurious seismic energy.597

As expected from the azimuthal variations in STF, the radiated energy rate is particularly598

inhomogeneous (Fig. 11).599

The radiated energy rate is dominated by the starting and the stopping of the slip603

pulse: the onset is most energetic 10 s after the origin time and between 30 and 40 s of604

the event. Other features differ from a classic dislocation model of a unilateral rupture.605

First, it appears that the stopping phase is more energetic than the initiation phase. Sec-606

ond, certain azimuths exhibit intermediate peaks in high-frequency radiations, ones that607

are early after energetic slip initiation (azimuth range 120◦ – 150◦), and ones that are pre-608

ceding the slip deceleration (azimuth range -50◦ – 50◦).609

We revisit the results of Denolle et al. [2015] and Yin et al. [2018] and their choice614

of Hanning taper. The high-frequency falloff rates and radiated energy rate are particu-615

larly affected by the taper (Fig. 12). The amplitudes of the variations in falloff rates are616

enhanced by the tapering and this artifact should not be interpreted as a physical kine-617

matic feature. Furthermore, the radiated energy rate functions are drastically different618

(Fig. 12b). The moment acceleration squared, scaled to the factor in equation (13), is619

shown as a theoretical reference. Given that the 2015 Nepal earthquake was remarkably620

similar to a Haskell model, the moment acceleration squared, and thus the radiated energy621

rate, must carry high amplitude at the beginning and at the end of the rupture. The use of622

weak tapers (uniform or Kaiser) yields radiated energy rate functions that are closer to the623

theoretical value. Intuitively, the strong tapers alter the spectrogram shape by enhancing624

the low frequencies and depleting the high frequencies, thus altering radiated energy rate625

function ε̇(t) to represent rather the source time function Ṡ(t). This effect is particularly626

evident in Yin et al. [2018]. Our analysis confirms that minimal tapering is the preferred627

data processing approach to retrieve radiated energy rate.628

4.5 Comparison of the STF with other studies629

Our spectral estimates bear strong similarities with Denolle et al. [2015]. In that630

study, we used a theoretical Green’s function for the direct P-wave pulse and found sim-631

ilar azimuthal dependence in the spectral shapes. This frequency-domain view is not the632

scope of the paper and is only presented in the supplementary materials Figures S12 and633

S13.634

We compare our median estimate of the STF against two other databases: SCARDEC635

[Vallée et al., 2011] and USGS [Hayes, 2017] and find some differences between the three636

estimates (Fig. S15). We also compare their derived Fourier amplitude spectra and cal-637

culate the radiated energy from the STF, assumed to be equal to the P-wave pulse. The638

SCARDEC method estimates the moment to be almost twice as ours and thus it is re-639

flected in the pulse amplitude and duration (Fig. S15). The USGS STF has a strong am-640

plitude around 1 Hz, which greatly affects its estimate of radiated energy. Overall, our641

STF likely underpredicts the total moment by a factor of 2 and possibly the source dura-642

tion by about 5 s. However, our estimate of radiated energy is more robust. If we assume643

that the S-wave pulse is identical to the P-wave pulse and that the geometrical spreading644

is controlled by the difference in elastic wavespeeds (VP =
√
3VS ), we find an energy es-645

timate from the SCARDEC STF of 4.2 E+16 J, that of USGS of 9.61 E+16 J, and ours646
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Figure 11. Radiated energy rate across the azimuths where data is available. Colorscale denotes the
strength of the radiated energy energy at a any time. The black line highlights the earthquake origin time.
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of 0.51 E+16 J. We can scale these estimates with the GCMT seismic moment (MU
0 ) and647

find that ER/MU
0 for the SCARDEC pulse is 4.43E-5, of USGS is 1.3E-4, and from our648

study, 5E-6. There are great implications in interpreting the radiated energy from an aver-649

age STF and because independent calculations provide one order of magnitude difference,650

we ought to provide a more consistent time and frequency domain analysis of the P-wave651

source pulse.652

4.6 On pulse duration estimates657

We validate duration estimates using both STF and ε̇(t) functions, stacked over az-658

imuth and shown in Figure 13. The duration from centroid time TC is659

TC =

∫ ∞
0 F (t)tdt∫ ∞
0 F (t)dt

, (19)660

where F (t) is either Ṡ(t) or ε̇(t) and
∫ ∞
0 F (t)dt represents either the moment or the radi-661

ated energy. Centroid times are half a duration that is weighted by the moment-rate func-662

tion. They are reasonable duration estimates if the function F (t) is symmetric in time.663

Because both stacked Ṡ(t) or ε̇(t) are relatively symmetric, the duration estimated from664

the centroid times match reasonably well, 45.89 s and 50.25 s, respectively. Rayleigh-wave665

derived STFs provide a median duration of 72 s (IRIS automated product), the GCMT666

provides a duration of 62.4 s. The difference between our centroid times and those found667

using Rayleigh waves may arise from the low radiation of P waves in the first 10 s of the668

rupture.669

Another estimate of duration heightens the contribution of the time variable in the670

integral as compared to the moment-based duration (centroid time) and is calculated from671

the second moment [McGuire et al., 2002],672

TM = 2

√√√∫ ∞
0 F (t)t2dt∫ ∞
0 F (t)dt

. (20)673

Note that neither centroid times nor second moments have been calculated using radiated674

energy rate in the past, and thus we treat them simply as weighted time averages. Us-675

ing the stacked Ṡ(t) or ε̇(t) functions, we find that a duration of 49.23 or 54.8 also pro-676

vide reasonable durations, values that are closer to published duration estimates [Yagi and677

Okuwaki, 2015; Yue et al., 2017].678

We also explore the choice of a threshold after which the amplitudes become lower679

than the peak amplitudes of the function. We choose 5% as a threshold following Persh680

and Houston [2004]. We find a duration for Ṡ(t) of 50.05 s and 46.27 s for ε̇(t). Because681

the Nepal earthquake was a unilateral rupture and a shallow dipping fault, variations in682

pulse width may reliable indicate rupture velocity [Park and Ishii, 2013]. Figures 11 and683

14 exhibit clear modulation of the pulse duration, ranging from 30 s up to 45 s. We at-684

tempt these duration metrics (centroid time, second moment, threshold-based duration) to685

establish the azimuthal variations in pulse durations. We also estimate the duration from686

corner frequencies given a double-corner frequency model [Haskell, 1964; Kane et al.,687

2013; Denolle and Shearer, 2016] and a stretching technique [Prieto et al., 2017] to calcu-688

late relative durations. We use the STF, radiated energy rate functions, and the product of689

both to increase signal to noise ratio. Supplementary materials Figure S11 show the varia-690

tions of the estimate with azimuth, none of which provide stable results. We conclude that691

the moment-rate and moment acceleration weighted times (centroid and second moments)692

rely on a functional shapes that are symmetric with regard to the half duration in order to693

provide a reliable results. While the stacked functions appear symmetric, individual pulses694

exhibit clear features that likely shift the centroid or second moment time either earlier or695

after the half duration. In particular, the arrest of the rupture appear more energetic than696
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the slip onset, thus the weighted integral is forcing the centroid time and second moment697

to be late in the rupture. Consequently, twice the centroid time yields an overestimate of698

the pulse duration.699

4.7 Discussion on radiated energy rate700

The evolution of radiated energy rate is not uniform. Because it is sensitive to high701

frequency seismic waves, it can easily be interpreted in term of spatial locations with tele-702

seismic backprojection. We organize this discussion along three main stages of the rup-703

ture: the initiation, propagation, and deceleration phases.704

The rupture initiation occurs over 10-20 s and radiated very little seismic energy.705

Analysis of teleseismic backprojection (BP) agree with this finding [Fan and Shearer,706

2015; Yagi and Okuwaki, 2015; Avouac et al., 2015; Meng et al., 2016]. Other backpro-707

jection studies also make the observation that the first 20 s of the events were focused on708

the hypocentral zone. It is worth discussing that the onset of the rupture is characterized709

by an almost linear growth of the moment rate function with time: the STF is linear from710

0 to 10-15 s. This growth is weaker than that predicted by cracks with constant rupture711

velocity [Sato and Hirasawa, 1973], it is also weaker than observed by other crustal earth-712

quakes [Meier et al., 2016].713

The main rupture propagation between moment acceleration and deceleration is714

characterized by a period of weak radiation. It is expected from a simple moving dislo-715

cation model, as discussed in our canonical example. Source directivity stretches con-716

siderably the source pulse and thus any interpretation of temporal radiation on the fault717

plane relies on results from BP studies. Different seismic networks provide different BP718

images as expected by the modulation of the source pulse with directivity. A clear exam-719

ple is shown by Zhang et al. [2016], whereby the timing of weak radiation, seen either by720

Europe (azimuths ∼ -50◦, t = 20 – 35 s) or Australia (azimuths ∼ 120◦, t = 10 – 25 s) or721

Alaskan (azimuths ∼ 20◦, t = 20 – 30 s) arrays, coincides in time and space where most722

of the slip was released. The propagation of the rupture is interpreted by Yue et al. [2017]723

as being mostly uniform with little variation in rupture velocity that would generate high724

frequency radiation. It is also that of greatest slip and is located underneath Kathmandu.725

There are distinct events of high-frequency radiation within this quiet time, in particu-726

lar just before the deceleration phase. One possible interpretation is the role of the fault727

geometry in rupture propagation. Ruptures that propagate through kinks radiated high fre-728

quency waves and alter the radiated energy rate [Adda-Bedia and Madariaga, 2008]. De-729

nolle et al. [2015] and Hubbard et al. [2016] suggested that lateral ramps must affect the730

rupture propagation and likely confine the slip zone.731

The rupture is expected to decelerate around 30 - 40 s. Our results suggest that732

the arrest of the rupture is more energetic than the onset with maximum radiated energy733

and is visible at all azimuths (Fig. 11). Rupture deceleration is also proposed by Yagi734

and Okuwaki [2015] to generate high-frequency radiation. Focusing now on azimuth 60◦,735

where we estimate a strong radiation that coincides with a particularly energetic pulse at736

30 s (Fig. 10). This azimuth points towards the down-dip end of the MHT, where the two737

aftershocks are located. The whole-event displacement Fourier amplitude spectra exhibit738

also an elevated level around 0.1 – 0.2 Hz (see Fig. S20). It is worth pointing to the re-739

sult of Yue et al. [2017], who note an acceleration of the propagation towards the eastern740

down-dip end of the fault (azimuth ∼ 50◦ from the earthquake centroid location).741

4.8 Discussion on total radiated energy742

There are several approaches to estimating the radiated energy. To strictly follow the743

definition that the total radiated energy is the integral of the energy flux through a far-field744

sphere (Haskell [1964], equations (15) and (16) and Boatwright [1980] equation (11)),745
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one has to integrate the contributions of the radiated energy over the focal sphere. We746

ignore the longitudinal dimension of the focal sphere (i.e. takeoff angles) because we have747

incorporated contributions of some global and depth phases in the radiated energy pulse.748

However, we follow the integral over azimuths.749

At each point of the focal sphere, equation (11) of Boatwright [1980] shows that the750

total radiated energy is the integral over time of the radiated energy rate. Applying Par-751

seval’s theorem, it is strictly equivalent to estimating radiated energy using the squared752

velocity source spectra, which we refer to as "whole-spectrum based" radiated energy in753

Figure 14. This measure of total radiated energy is a much more popular approach [Baltay754

et al., 2014; Denolle et al., 2015]. Thus, the correct method to estimate radiated energy is755

based on a representation of either radiated energy rate functions or source spectra in az-756

imuth bins. We choose to average the time-domain functions within the bins and to take757

the median of the spectral shape (assuming that they are log-normally distributed). If we758

had a greater sampling at each azimuth bins, more rigorous pooling techniques could pro-759

vide statistical estimates of the functions and spectra. There are other ways to estimate760

radiated energy, though they are mathematically less correct. For instance, we can aver-761

age the radiated energy values within each azimuth bins. These averages are slightly larger762

than those from the previous approach, which we expect from a log-normal distribution of763

energy values.764

The total radiated energy is not isotropic with azimuth, as some directions experi-765

ence 7 times more seismic energy than others. Azimuthal variations in radiated energy is766

clearly dominated by source directivity. The most energetic direction is that of the propa-767

gating pulse around 100◦. The estimates from the time-domain squared moment acceler-768

ations are systematically lower than the other estimates by a factor of about 2, which was769

a second argument against using the time domain approach. The whole-spectrum and ra-770

diated energy based estimates are quite consistent with each other, well within a factor of771

2.772

To compare with other studies, we make the assumption that the S-source pulses are773

identical to the P-source pulses such that the ratio between S and P energies is controlled774

by the difference in geometrical spreading. This approximation is common [Convers and775

Newman, 2011; Denolle et al., 2015; Denolle and Shearer, 2016; Ye et al., 2016], yet po-776

tentially introducing a bias if both pulses are different [Hanks, 1981; Prieto et al., 2004].777

We thus scale the P-wave radiated energy to that of the potential S-wave radiated energy778

(23.4 times in a Poisson medium where VP =
√
3VS) and sum both to estimate a total779

radiated energy. We obtain a total of 1.42E+16 J for the radiated energy-based estimate,780

which our preferred estimate given the methodology choices discussed above. These val-781

ues are lower than both Denolle et al. [2015] (5.8E+16 J) and Denolle and Shearer [2016]782

(1.1E+17 J), but greater than those automated by IRIS (7.3 E+15 J).783

If we were to consider the spread in estimates illustrated in Figure 14 as epistemic784

uncertainties, values can be as low as 8.0 E+15 J. Scaling the total radiated energy esti-785

mate with the GCMT moment yields a scaled energy of 1.83E-5, barely above the global786

median for thrust earthquakes of 1.7 E-5 [Denolle and Shearer, 2016]. Choosing our esti-787

mate of moment instead of the GCMT estimate would increase the scaled energy (factor788

of about 2). However, we believe that the GCMT moment is more representative of the to-789

tal slip than ours that is derived solely from P waves. Multiplying the scaled energy with790

a rigidity of 4.5E10 Pa yields a value of apparent stress of τa = 0.83 MPa [Wyss and791

Brune, 1968].792

4.9 On the temporal variations in high-frequency falloff rates800

As we have previously discussed in the canonical and kinematic examples, the in-801

terpretation of variations in high-frequency falloff rate is rather complex and may not be802

that informative. The evolution is however coherent across azimuths (Fig. S16) in ways803
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that seem to follow effects in the ASTF and radiated energy rate of source directivity. The804

values are overall low during the time of high radiation and high during the times of low805

radiation.806

5 Conclusions807

This study evaluates the reliability in interpreting source spectrograms and of high-808

frequency radiation buried in the source time function of large earthquakes. It builds upon809

the strengths of the spectral observations, such as the practical empirical Green’s function810

approach that removes 3D wave propagation effects. It supplements such analysis with a811

rigorous calculation of the radiated energy rate emitted at different azimuths of the source.812

This provides a temporal evolution of the radiated energy, one that is more interpretable in813

terms of earthquake dynamics. We use canonical functions (such as the unilateral moving814

dislocation source) and statistical kinematic sources to establish that:815

1. the radiated energy rate is proportional to the moment acceleration squared and is816

controlled by high peak slip rates and changes in rupture velocities,817

2. the temporal evolution of the high frequency falloff rate is complex and only in-818

dicative of a sign change in the moment acceleration.819

We further examine the effects of drastic changes in slip-rate functions on the source spec-820

trogram, as modeled by simulations of dynamic ruptures, and find that they only alter the821

radiated energy rate and have no noticeable effect on the high-frequency falloff rate. We822

also discuss that tapering the short windows of the spectrogram, as used in Denolle et al.823

[2015] and Yin et al. [2018], greatly impacts the shape of the radiated energy rate function824

and conclude that a pure spectrogram with no taper is the best approach.825

We apply this to the M7.8 2015 Nepal earthquake. We construct ASTFs across az-826

imuths with 200 high-quality P-wave records from pure and simple deconvolution with827

empirical Green’s functions. The ASTFs reflect strong directivity effects and we discuss828

their validity in terms of pulse duration and moment estimates. The radiated energy rate829

derived from these ASTFs confirms that the Nepal earthquake was overall well described830

by a Haskell model, whereby radiation is at the beginning and at the end of the rupture.831

We also confirm results from other studies that the rupture initiation was particularly weak832

in radiation and find that rupture deceleration appears to be a lot more energetic than its833

acceleration.834

From the practical example of building ASTF and the radiated energy rate functions,835

we find that:836

1. measuring duration (centroid moment, second moment, waveform stretching, ...) is837

quite difficult and not appropriate if the function is not symmetric,838

2. radiated energy rate from moment acceleration squared is possible to interpret if the839

time-domain ASTF is of high quality and at all frequencies,840

3. radiated energy rate is highly correlated in time with results from backprojection841

and thus provides pathway toward interpreting radiation with physical processes on842

the fault,843

4. large slip (moment release) does not necessarily mean strong ground motion,844

5. it is challenging to obtain consistent time- and frequency-domain estimate of the845

moment-rate function, but our approach provides a compromise between both that846

respects both kinematics and dynamics.847

The possible interpretation of acceleration seismograms in terms of kinematic evolu-848

tion of rupture is not new. Spudich and Frazer [1984] propose to use accelerations to infer849

changes in rupture velocity for near-source measurements. Apart from the specific situa-850
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tion of nearby measurements, an accurate estimate of the Green’s function is necessary to851

properly remove the 3D wave propagation effects in particular when attenuation is strong852

and where the direct P-wave pulse is masked by scattering.853

The study limited the application to P-wave pulses, but should be extended to S-854

wave pulses because they carry most of the seismic radiated energy. This method remains855

close to the data with limited processing. Because STFs are usually regularized and po-856

tentially biased, this approach brings a new observation tool to explore the broadband seis-857

mic radiation of earthquakes. The metric of radiated energy rate (seismic power) is output858

from dynamic rupture simulations and can validate physical models. Radiation is neither859

spatially isotropic nor it is uniform during the rupture. This confirms that seismic radia-860

tion ought to be better understood for accurate predictions of ground motion.861

Observational seismology faces the challenge to make measurements of the earth-862

quake at all frequencies in a self-consistent fashion. Through careful observations of re-863

cent large earthquakes, and now quantified in this study, it has become clear that the large864

release of seismic moment affect the long periods but that the rate and acceleration of that865

release controls the radiated energy and ultimately, the ground motions. The kinematic in-866

versions of slip focus on reproducing the moment-rate function, which is best captured by867

geodetic measurements or long period period seismic waves. Because static displacements868

and long period seismic waves are not as strongly affected by 3D structure, theoretical869

Green’s function are used to perform such kinematic inversion. Key dynamic properties870

of the rupture, however, are only captured by short period seismic waves, which are par-871

ticularly affected by 3D structure and thus can be inferred reliably through accurate and872

empirical knowledge of wave propagation effects. Future endeavor lies in providing a self-873

consistent kinematic and dynamic view of the earthquake in order to capture the processes874

that lead to earthquake rupture.875
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